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Abstract—Light field 3D displays are expected to play an important role as terminal devices, visualizing 3D objects apparently floating in the air, or letting viewers see through a window with a scene behind it. Currently, there are neither methods nor practical tools to quantify light field display’s effective resolution or the perceived quality of the presented imagery. Most 3D displays are simply characterized by the total number of pixels or light rays; however this number does not properly characterize the distribution of the emitted light rays, nor the level of detail that the display can visualize properly. This paper presents methods to measure the spatial (i.e. 2D equivalent) and angular (i.e. directional) resolution of a given light-field display. The frequency domain analysis of recorded test patterns gives the spatial resolution limit of the display under test, while angular resolution is determined by the display’s ability to pass through patterns of uniform, angle dependant patterns. It also presents a subjective experiment to corroborate the objectively measured spatial resolution.

Index Terms—Displays, Three-dimensional television, Image resolution, Spatial resolution, Distortion, Spectral analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual information has always been the primary and richest kind of information perceived by humans. Consequently, displays are primary output devices of computers and other electronic devices, including handheld, desktop and large-scale surfaces for representing visual information, some of which have 3D capabilities in recent products. Examples include 3D enabled phones, TVs and computer monitors. With recent advances in display technology, users expect immersiveness and realism when perceiving and interacting with visual information. Thus, displays are aimed at reproducing an increasing subset of visual cues present in reality: vivid colors, high resolution, binocular effect (when two eyes see different images, resulting in stereopsis), and the parallax effect (when an observer can see different perspectives while moving in front of the screen) all contribute to a higher realism of the displayed information [1]. Reproducing binocular effects and motion parallax are unique to autostereoscopic (glasses-free) 3D displays, which are implemented based on various technologies, such as lenticular-lens based multiview [2] or projection-based light-field displays [3][4][5][6].

A. Motivation

Given different display technologies and models, one needs quantitative measures in order to know what to expect from a given display, what they can deliver in terms of visual realism. The characterization of the throughput of light-field 3D displays is an important yet challenging issue [7].

In case of 2D displays, spatial resolution is one of the major factors affecting visual realism, and is equally important for 3D displays. However, most 3D display manufacturers describe their products using metrics originating from 2D displays, such as the resolution of the underlying display panel, which does not quantify the distribution of these pixels in the spatial / directional domain. Light-field displays do not have a regular pixel structure, as will be described in Section II.A. Therefore measuring the number of features that can be faithfully represented by the display on the screen plane from a single viewing position (i.e. equivalent spatial resolution) is an important metric to judge the visual quality and level of detail presented by the 3D display. The effective resolution away from the screen plane (that is, for content that appears inside the display, or floating in front of the screen) can be calculated from the resolution at the surface using geometrical considerations [3].

Angular resolution is a new metric specific for 3D displays. It does not exist for 2D displays, as those do not exhibit viewing angle dependent behavior. For 3D displays, angular resolution quantifies the quality of the parallax effect. Visible discrete transitions in the motion parallax caused by insufficient angular resolution can hinder viewing experience and may hide important details of the presented information. The smoothness of motion parallax largely depends on the number of rays one can see over unit length when moving in front of the display’s screen. Even more importantly, angular resolution has a direct effect on the depth range, that is, the range of depth shown with reasonable image quality. By
measuring the angular resolution, we are indirectly measuring the maximum depth that can be shown on the display [3].

Spatial and angular resolutions together imply the properties and the necessary processing [8] of the light field content the display should be supplied with.

B. Organization of this paper

In this paper we propose methodologies for objective measurements to quantify spatial and angular resolutions. Furthermore, we propose and conduct subjective tests to corroborate the results of the spatial resolution measurements. Angular resolution measurement results are validated by technology insights from the display used in the experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work in display measurement and briefly introduces light field displays (the 3D display technology this paper is focused on), and the concept for estimating display passband based on the display’s geometry. Section III describes the objective measurement methods and how the results are analyzed to calculate spatial and angular resolutions, while Section IV describes the subjective test aimed at corroborating the objective measurement results. Section V presents sample results for a specific light-field display and compares the measurement results with the results of subjective experiment. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Light-field 3D displays

Projection-based light-field 3D displays as described by Balogh [3] aim to reproduce the light-field of a real or synthetic scene by creating a surface with direction selective light emission. This is achieved by stacking many projection modules in a regular arrangement, so that these modules project light rays onto the screen, typically from behind. All projection engines beam light rays onto the whole screen area and these light rays hit the screen surface in slightly different directions. The special holographic screen onto which the rays are projected lets these rays pass through without changing their direction or mixing the color of the different light rays, as shown in Fig. 1.

The holographic screen applies a limited amount of horizontal diffusion, effectively applying discrete-to-continuous conversion on the discretized sources of light [9].

Using such optical arrangement, it is possible to show different images of the same scene to slightly different directions, so that the two eyes of the viewer can see different perspectives, resulting in stereopsis. Also, yet other images are shown to other directions that are seen when the viewer is moving in front of the screen, resulting in motion parallax. The number of different directions emitted from a single screen position can vary and reproducing hundreds of directions is not uncommon. The color of each light ray emitted by the projection module is determined based on the light field to be represented, and the geometry of the optical arrangement by sampling the desired light field.

Fig. 1. Principle of operation of projection-based light-field 3D displays. Projection engines project light rays from behind, which may cross each other behind or in front of the holographic screen.

The light field is reproduced up to a certain spatial and angular resolution, upper bounded by the total number of light rays emitted by the display.

Projection engines are computer controlled, and thus generating and outputting arbitrary light-fields is possible by software means. The methods described in the next sections are supported by software for generating test light-field patterns, as well as for capturing and analyzing the displayed patterns.

B. Limiting factors of light-field displays

There are factors that impose an upper limit on the capabilities of projection-based light-field displays, as well as other factors that can affect the final perceived image quality. First, the projection engines generating the light rays, typically containing an imaging component like DLP (Digital Light Processing) or LCoS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon), have finite resolution, such as VGA, XGA, WVGA, HD, or 4k, posing an upper limit on the number of light rays emitted from a single source.

Mounting a large number of projection engines requires a mechanical system, which cannot always ensure pixel-precise matching of light ray hit points on the screen. As a result, positional and rotational misalignments may occur. Also, the optical system of projection engines might have lens distortions, resulting in a non-perfectly rectangular image with equally spaced pixels. While these distortions can be compensated by measuring and pre-distorting the light field, sub-pixel differences still occur, resulting in light rays emitted at fractional positions. Because of this, an observer cannot count pixels on a light-field display’s screen in the way it is possible on a 2D display having a discrete pixel structure.

The finite number of projection engines implies that the number of different directions reproduced is finite, and thus angular resolution has a limit.
While one projection engine can contribute to multiple emitted directions simultaneously using side mirrors which reflect a subset of light rays back to the screen from angles not covered by projection engines, the maximum number of directions cannot be higher than three times the number of projection engines in the system in case of a Horizontal Parallax Only (HPO) system (center, left reflection, right reflection).

C. Display passband

Spatial and angular resolution are parameters of a more general concept, namely the bandwidth or passband of the display [10]. The passband characterises the display as a light field generator in Fourier domain and as such contains those frequencies, both in the spatial and angular domain (or, equivalently in the ray phase-space domain), which the display is able to reproduce without excessive spatial or inter-perspective aliasing.

As demonstrated in our previous work [9], the passband of a projection-based light field display can be estimated based on the geometrical configuration of the display and applying light field formalism on the display-generated light field. In practice, this requires knowledge about the properties and position of the projection engines and the screen (diffusor). Such approach is particularly useful when designing a display. Based on the desired light field, one can determine the optimal configuration of the display optical elements (which in turn can then be followed by determining optimal camera setup and the necessary pre-filtering) for approximating that desired light field.

In either case (building a display or evaluating the properties of an existing display), the assumption is that the reconstruction support of the diffusor in Fourier domain follows the optimal passband shape. However, in practice, the diffusor cannot have arbitrary shape. It is more-or-less restricted to rectangular shape similar to the ones discussed in [9]. The geometrical analysis considers the ray (spatial-angular) positions and interpret them as sample positions in ray space. As such, it enables estimating the preferable (optimal) reconstruction filter at the diffusor plane.

For illustrative purpose we present here an example. Consider a projection-based display with 22 cpd (cycles per degree) resolution at viewing distance of 3.5 m having 70 views over a field-of-view of 70°.

Following the notations in Fig. 2, this corresponds to spatial-angular sampling at the display plane such that $(x_s, \alpha_s) = (1.40 \text{ mm}, 1^\circ)$. Rewriting the relation between the plane with projection units and the screen plane (see Eq. 14 in [9]), the parameters describing the sampling grid on the projection plane are evaluated as

$$\alpha_p = \arctan\left(\frac{x_s}{x_p}\right) \quad \text{and} \quad x_p = \frac{\alpha_s}{\alpha_p} x_s.$$ 

Selecting the distance between screen and projection units as $x_p = 2500 \text{ mm}$, the display parameters are estimated as $(x_p, \alpha_p) = (43.633 \text{ mm}, 0.0321^\circ)$. By performing the analysis as proposed in [9] one obtains sampling pattern in the Fourier domain as shown in Fig. 3. On the same figure, the display passband is shown in red, that in turn would be the optimal shape for the reconstruction filter of the diffusor. In practice the diffusor’s Fourier-domain bandwidth is more like the ones of the blue squares with the one shown with solid line being the best candidate for the given sampling pattern. It offers the best overlap with the display bandwidth as determined by the geometry of the ray generators. A diffusor with wider bandwidth would imply worsened spatial selectivity of rays and diffusor with a narrower Fourier-domain support would be unnecessarily restrictive thereby removing finer details.

In summary, there are two issues with the theoretical analysis based on the configuration of optical elements: first, the need to know the correct physical configuration and, second, to know the properties of the diffusor. From the point of view of a general display user, these are not provided by the manufacturer. Then, the practical solution is to measure the parameters of the display passband in a way that would include the real contribution of all elements building the

\[1\] The display has been selected such to be close to the real display that will be measured / analyzed later on and for which the real geometrical data is not available.
display. Two measurement approaches aimed at this are introduced in this paper.

D. 3D Display measurement and quantification

Most previous work on 3D display measurement have targeted the measurement and quantification of stereoscopic and multiview displays. Boev et al. developed a method [11] for modeling multiview displays in the frequency domain and identifying their limits using test patterns of different orientation and frequency. Their work, however only applies to multiview displays and only concerns spatial resolution.

Boher et al. developed measurement equipment using Fourier optics to measure the views emitted by desktop multiview displays [12]. While this gives precise results for the targeted class of displays, its applicability for large-scale 3D displays, as well as light-field displays using front projection is rather limited due to the size of the equipment and the way it is used (it would block the light path).

The International Display Measurement Standard (IDMS) published by the Society for Information Display [13] provides guidelines for measuring spatial and angular resolution of 3D displays in general. The recommended angular resolution measurement method relies on showing two-view patterns, which is not applicable for light-field displays, as these do not have discrete views to be controlled. It is also assumed that pixel size is known, which cannot be ensured when measuring an unknown display, which limits the applicability of this method. It further implicitly assumes that the pixels are rectangular, which is not true for several projection technologies (for example diamond shaped pixels in some DLPs).

From the methods presented in the IDMS for spatial resolution measurement for 2D displays, “Resolution from contrast modulation” is probably the closest to our method. This method uses grille lines of discrete sizes and measures the contrast ratio for these patterns. The effective resolution is estimated based on where the contrast ratio is expected to fall below 50%, which is typically located between two discrete measurements. Our method is more precise, because on LF displays patterns with arbitrary size can be shown, thus interpolation is not necessary. The other advantage of our method is that it does not rely on contrast ratio only, but takes into account other sources of noise than decrease in image contrast (regardless of its source).

The authors are not aware of any comprehensive measurement method capable of quantifying spatial and angular resolution of light-field displays or any other 3D display with irregular pixel structure. Our previous work [14] presented an earlier version of spatial resolution measurement of light-field displays and an early method for angular resolution measurement, which used intensity loss for characterizing angular resolution. In this work we expand it by applying frequency analysis for characterizing angular resolution.

III. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

A. Methodology for spatial resolution measurement

Our aim is to devise a methodology for measuring the equivalent spatial resolution of a light-field display using commodity camera and processing tools. The approach is inspired by the methodology presented in [11] for the case of multi-view displays. The measurement is accomplished by (1) visualizing sinusoidal test patterns with different frequency; (2) capturing the visible output by a camera; (3) analyzing the captured images in the frequency domain in order to check if the display reproduces the intended pattern without excessive distortions, and (4) converting frequencies to equivalent spatial resolution.

The test patterns are rendered with custom software that colors each light ray based on the hit point with the display’s screen, regardless of its angle.

The rendered test pattern is a black-white sinusoidal that is shown over the whole screen surface (see Fig. 4. (a)), initially showing only a few periods on the screen. The attached camera takes a photo of the pattern as shown on the display, and the frequency of the sinusoidal is increased (see Fig. 4. (b)). The process is repeated until the frequency of the sinusoid well exceeds the theoretical limit of resolution of the light-field display, which is determined by the resolution of the imaging components. We use frequencies which are up to twice higher than the frequency corresponding to the maximum resolution of the imaging components. The same measurement is repeated for vertical sinusoids.

The camera recording the test patterns as they are shown is set up on a tripod facing the display; the height of the sensor matches the center of the screen, and the use of manual shooting settings to ensure the captured intensity range matches the brightness of the display, so that the blacks and whites in the displayed patterns are visible on the photos (not saturating the dynamic range of the camera). The camera must be set to a resolution at least 2x times higher than the theoretical maximum resolution of the display (in practice, our algorithm uses four times as many samples to oversample the picture, considering any possible super-resolution effects caused by the multi-projection system). The shutter speed must be slower than the time-multiplexing frequency of the projection components (as projection engines typically employ

Fig. 4. Spatial resolution measurement overview. (a) A sinusoidal test pattern is rendered on the display under test, while a camera attached to the control computer takes a photo. (b) Subsequent measurement iterations show sinusoids with increasing frequency.
time multiplexing to emit R, G and B color components using a single imaging component; this frequency is available in the projection engine’s data sheet), and the camera focus is set on the screen plane.

B. Analysis of spatial resolution

The analysis of the photos of spatial resolution measurement is based on the observation that the frequency spectrum of the cropped photos, showing only the sinusoidal patterns and the distortions introduced by the display, clearly indicates the limit where the display is incapable of reproducing the test pattern. The test pattern is displayed on the whole screen, photographed, and 1D frequency analysis is performed on a single line of samples in the center of the screen. By increasing the frequency, the amplitude of the dominant frequency decreases, while at the same time distortion and after a certain frequency aliasing are introduced.

The algorithm determines the limit of resolution where the amplitude of distortion exceeds 20% of the amplitude of the dominant frequency. The horizontal spatial resolution then matches with the number of transitions of the test pattern that has been shown before the threshold was exceeded. The 20% threshold is associated with the level of disruptive distortion - this is the level of distortion (originating from aliasing or other nonlinear effects) which makes it impossible for the viewer to precisely identify all features of the presented visual data. The arguments for selecting 20% threshold came from [15], which in turn took insights from previous works, that had reported 10% [16], 15% [17], and 25% [18], respectively.

The same analysis is repeated for the orthogonal direction.

C. Methodology for angular resolution measurement

For performing the desired measurements, one needs to emit different colors or intensities to different directions, and measure the screen from various angles. For a relatively small field of view produced by multiview displays, this may be accomplished by placing a relatively large sensor close to the screen as done in [12], but for the wider field of view typically produced by light-field displays, a moving camera is necessary.

On the display side, one needs to present a light field that has a well recognizable part that looks differently when observed from different angles (see Fig. 5. (a)).

In practice, the renderer driving the display uses a GPU shader that receives the parameters of the ray to be colored as input, based on which it calculates the position of the hit point on the screen and forms a rectangle-shaped measured spot. It also calculates the emitted direction, according to which rays are colored either black or white. The screen area that is colored in this way appears black from some viewing angles, and appears white from others, alternating as the observer or camera moves sideways. A camera moving in parallel with the screen plane records the transitions on video, the frames of which are subsequently analyzed. The setup of the camera is similar to that of the spatial resolution test, but the camera is mounted on a motorized rig that allows precise positioning of the camera.

In subsequent measurement iterations the angle of black / white features is decreased, thus more transitions are emitted per unit angle, and a new sliding video is recorded (see Fig. 6. (b)).

There is a possibility to check the angular resolution relying on information about the engine’s order and topology in case of projection-based light-field displays, determining the maximum number of distinct light ray directions that can be emitted. Knowing the order of optical engines, one can force every even projection unit to project white, and odd ones to project black. This presents an intensity profile, while reversing the pattern presents the complement of this profile. Overlaying the two profiles shows peaks at every distinct direction that can be reproduced, and these peaks can be counted (see Fig. 10. (b) for an example, where one profile is shown for clarity). As no light can originate from between two discrete light sources inside the display, this limit cannot be exceeded by any test pattern. As our aim is to devise a general methodology for measuring the angular resolution, we use this alternative only to validate the first approach, which in turn requires no direct control of individual projection engines.

D. Analysis of angular resolution

The display is considered to be capable of showing the pattern with the given angular resolution if the black / white transitions can be still recognized. In our analysis this is formulated by maximum achievable frequency in the directional domain. As we increase the angular frequency of the test pattern, we can observe that the transitions are still present; however, after a given frequency, the analysis shows that the dominant frequency is disappearing, or one may even observe decreasing apparent frequency. Frequency analysis is performed on the sequence of photos taken during the measurement. We define the limit of angular resolution where the dominant frequency reaches its upper limit (as seen later in Section V.B).

In case of HPO light-field displays, this measurement is performed in horizontal direction only. However, for 3D displays which have both a horizontal and vertical parallax, the measurement shall be repeated in a vertical direction to characterize the angular resolution in both directions. This is
because horizontal and vertical angular resolution might be substantially different.

IV. SUBJECTIVE TEST OF PERCEIVED SPATIAL RESOLUTION

For the case of angular resolution measurement, there is a direct way to verify the correctness of the results of our proposed methods, as discussed in Section III.C. However, there is no such direct method for the case of equivalent spatial resolution measurement. Therefore, we resort to designing and conducting a subjective test to corroborate the proposed objective measurements for that case.

A. Methodology of subjective test of perceived spatial resolution

In this test, the perceived spatial resolution of a light-field display is determined by showing visual features with various feature size to participants (see Fig. 6), and asking them to record what they can see on the screen. The visual feature chosen is the tumbling “E” symbol, which is often used by ophthalmologists to measure people’s visual acuity [19], thus participants might already be familiar with them.

The methodology, as proposed, consists of two subsequent tests. The first test is done by using symbols printed on paper. It acts as pre-screening aimed at filtering participants with insufficient visual acuity. As such, it ensures that when in later tests people cannot recognize small symbols, this is caused by the peculiarities of the display, and not by the participant’s limited visual acuity. In this first test, participants are asked to record the orientation of E’s with randomized orientation, printed on paper, arranged in rows of 5, sized from 4 mm down to 0.85 mm, symbol size shrinking with 4/5 in 12 steps (halving every 3 steps), like in real tumbling E charts. From 80 cm viewing distance the 4 mm symbol size corresponds to 0.29 degree symbol size and 0.058 degree (~3.52 arcmins) feature size (also see Fig. 6 (a)). The smallest symbol size (0.8 mm) from the same distance corresponds to 3.69 minutes of arc, and a feature size of 0.73 minutes of arc. Only participants that pass the first test successfully (100% recognition of bigger symbols on paper) proceed to second test.

In the second test, people are presented with the 3D display at the same distance where the paper was shown. The display shows 9 randomized symbols, arranged in a 3 x 3 matrix (as shown in Fig. 6 (b)), and participants copy the orientation of the E’s onto a 3x3 matrix on paper. 26 sets are presented in total and the first 4 are considered training sets, while the remaining 22 tests show 11 symbol sizes, both shown twice.

Fig. 6. Subjective spatial resolution test overview. (a) One tumbling “E” symbol. Feature size is 1/5 of the total symbol size. (b) A chart of 9 randomized E symbols arranged in a 3x3 matrix.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrate the applicability of the proposed measurement approaches on a light-field display. The display under test was a large-scale prototype light-field display with 180 cm screen diagonal. The display is controlled by a rendering cluster with high-end GPUs connected via HDMI connections. The setup for subjective experiments is described in Section V.C.

A. Spatial resolution measurement

During the measurement, 411 photos have been taken for both horizontal and vertical directions and analyzed as described in Section III.B. The analysis procedure has been implemented in
from the frequency value, as described in Section I.erved when exceeding 800. Each curve corresponds to the l axis.

The strong diagonal in the 8. Measurement iteration count increases downwards, while the observed frequency increases rightwards. (a) Spectrums of horizontal resolution measurements. Major sources of distortion are visible as harmonics and constant low-frequency distortion. (b) Spectrums of vertical resolution measurements.

a Matlab script.

A photo of the light-field display showing a sinusoidal test pattern is shown in Fig. 7. (a). One line of samples is extracted from the center of the screen, on which 1D frequency analysis is performed. The frequency spectrum of a single measurement is shown in Fig. 7. (b), with FFT bins shown on the horizontal axis. How these relate to real resolution will be explained later in this section.

Using a series of photos and stacking the resulting frequency spectrums to form a 2D matrix, the frequency response of the display under test with increasing input frequencies is obtained, as shown in Fig. 8. Measurement iterations with increasing input frequency are shown on the vertical axis from top to bottom, while the resulting frequency spectrum is on the horizontal axis. The strong diagonal in the spectrum shows the input frequency being output by the display as the dominant frequency.

There are however other frequency components in the spectrum, the causes of which will be discussed. The decrease of the amplitude of the dominant signal is also visible on the diagonal. After finding the primary and secondary peak for all iterations, the ratio of the amplitude of the primary peak and the amplitude of the secondary peak can be plotted, which shows the level of distortion for each iteration. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 9, where distortion level is plotted in blue against the 20% threshold. From the plot one can see that the first iteration where distortion is above 20% is number 166.

The iteration number can be easily mapped to effective display resolution by plotting the frequency of the primary peak against the measurement iteration.

The resolution is the double of the measured frequency (529 in our case), as one period is considered to be created by the equivalent of two pixels per period in the classical discrete to analog signal conversion (one black and one white). Based on this correspondence between resolution and the frequency the horizontal resolution for the display under test is \(2 \times (529-1) = 1056\) pixels. One is subtracted from the frequency value, as the first bin in the spectrum corresponds to the DC component of the signal.

While determining the effective resolution is a useful result by itself, closely checking the stacked spectrums reveals some sources of distortion. Due to the slightly nonlinear intensity transfer function of the display, sinusoids appear slightly rectangular, causing harmonics at odd multiples of the dominant frequency, appearing as weaker diagonals, as shown in Fig. 8. (a). Also, constant low frequency components on the left-hand side of the spectrum are visible in Fig. 8. (a). These are caused by the characteristic of the holographic screen, which results in slightly nonuniform brightness over the screen surface. This manifests itself in a fixed low frequency across all measurements.

Frequency aliasing can also be observed when exceeding the frequency throughput of the display with a large margin. Fig. 8. (b) shows the stacked spectrum of the vertical resolution of the measured display, which happens to be lower in the vertical direction. Starting around iteration 170, the mirrored image of the peak appears. Using the same calculation as with the horizontal resolution, the vertical resolution of the display is determined to be 636 pixels.

B. Angular resolution measurement

Results for the same light-field display as used for the spatial resolution measurement are presented below. During this measurement, 60 videos have been taken with increasing angular frequencies, and analyzed as described in Section III.D. Sample intensity profiles of two different frequencies are shown in Fig. 10. (a). Each curve corresponds to the intensity observed by the camera at the center of the captured
image as the camera was moving sideways in front of the screen, showing a constant angular resolution test pattern. By performing frequency analysis on each of the captured intensity profiles and stacking the spectrums below each other (as seen in Fig. 11. (a)), the increasing frequency of the test pattern can be clearly observed as a primary peak, with increasing frequency until approx. iteration 45. In subsequent iterations we can see the peak disappear and noise appear instead. Finding the peak in subsequent iterations (as shown in Fig. 11. (b)) gives the maximum number of periods one can observe over the field of view of the display. The peak in our case is at 36 degrees, which corresponds to 35 full periods (as the first bin in the spectrum corresponds to the DC component of the signal). The number of distinct directions is twice the number of full periods, in our case 70.

Dividing the total viewing angle of the display with this number, the angular resolution can be obtained. This display’s total viewing angle is 65.4 degrees according to the measured intensity profile; therefore, the average angular resolution is 0.93 degrees.

Using the direct method for identifying the number of distinct directions that can be reproduced (as described in Section III.C), one can count 35 peaks on Fig. 10. (b), showing the intensity profile of the display under test. This alternative approach demonstrates that our method succeeded in finding the maximum number of directions emitted by the display.

C. Subjective test of perceived spatial resolution

Subjective tests have been performed on 53 participants, 43 male and 10 female. The age range of participants was between 22 and 52 years. 21 of them used glasses. All participants claimed to have good eye sight and this was verified using the paper based charts as the first step of the tests. None of the participants were native English speakers (the study being performed in Finland), but represented several nationalities. We selected 50+ participants to participate in the subjective experiment in order to meet the requirements in the ITU Recommendation [21], that specifies that ‘at least fifteen participants, non-experts, should be employed'. The distance between the display’s screen and the participant’s eye was 80 cm during the spatial resolution tests.

In our experiment, 3 out of 53 participants could not reliably record the orientation of the paper based patterns - those were removed from all analysis related to estimating the spatial resolution.

The weighted average of recognition accuracies and corresponding 95% confidence intervals have been calculated for all used symbol sizes for symbols with horizontal and vertical detail orientation (U/D and L/R). Based on symbol size, the feature sizes, and the corresponding resolution values for each symbol size have been calculated. Completion times have been averaged and 95% confidence intervals calculated. The averaged recognition accuracies are shown in Fig. 12. The figures clearly show several effects: the most obvious is that participants recognized the paper based reference almost perfectly (please note that the paper based symbols started smaller, though there is some overlap in symbol sizes). This means the limits visible in recognition accuracy in the case of the display are caused by the display’s resolution limit, and not because of the participant’s visual acuity limits.

The second noticeable result is that there is a statistically significant drop in recognition around feature size 1.4 mm: there, the confidence intervals do not overlap between measurement steps, and the p-values are very small (P_{horizontal} = 3.91e-07, P_{vertical} = 3.54e-07). This proves our hypothesis that there is a limit on the resolution the display is capable to visualize and it is close to symbol size where the recognition ratios have a major drop.

From charts in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 it can be read that the measured resolution by the objective method (1056x636) corresponds to 93% and 92% recognition ratios in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. This is much higher than the 50% threshold commonly used in visual acuity tests, which can be attributed to the previously mentioned capability of humans recognizing symbols whose features are
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